TURNKEY CATHODIC PROTECTION SERVICES WORLDWIDE

- Single point accountability from design to system performance
- One contract, one company, one contact
- Needs-based assessment focused on ease of operation and maintenance
- Comprehensive system assessment and design
- Material procurement and system installation
- Startup, commissioning, and client training

CATHODIC PROTECTION ASSESSMENT SERVICES

- Assessment of existing systems
- Test Station and Close Interval Surveys
- Refurbishment and upgrades
- Quarterly and annual monitoring services

AC INTERFERENCE ASSESSMENT AND CORROSION CONTROL

- Client training on the identification, causes, consequences and methods of mitigation
- Initial assessments to evaluate the degree of the interference
- Detailed assessments including field measurements and computer modeling
- Installation of mitigation systems

QUALIFICATIONS

- Fifteen years of providing corrosion control engineering services to clients worldwide
- Designs and analysis provided by Corrosion Specialists and Professional Engineers
- Licensed internationally
- Client oriented designs and installations to minimize operation and maintenance efforts
- Hundreds of satisfied clients

Call us to further discuss how QualCorr can assist you in corrosion control